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THIERRY BOUTSEN BACK BEHIND WHEEL OF ARROWS
RACING CAR IN DUBAI...
November 15, 2022 - It will be a case of déjà vu for former F1 champion Thierry Boutsen later this month when
he returns to the racing track in an Arrows A3 at the Gulf Historic Dubai GP Revival.
The former Belgian racing driver made his Formula One debut for Arrows in 1983 when he competed in the
Belgian Grand Prix at Spa Francorchamps. Almost 40 years later, Thierry will be back behind the wheel of
the vintage British F1 racing car at the Dubai Autodrome as part of the Gulf Historic Dubai GP Revival, from
November 25th to 27th. ../..
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The event centers around three days of motor racing which relives
Formula 1 and Le Mans’ most exhilarating generations, from the 1970S
to 2010.
Thierry will be participating in the Formula 1 category from the 1970s +,
with free practice and qualification taking place on November 25th and
race days being held on November 26th and 27th.
This month’s Gulf Historic Dubai GP Revival is the event’s second edition
and is expected to be attended by renowned racing drivers from across
the globe.
Thierry Boutsen said last night: “I am really looking forward to getting
back the wheel of the Arrows A3, but I imagine driving in the Dubai desert
will be a very different experience than the race at Spa-Francorchamps! I
am sure it will be a fantastic weekend.”
Pierre Brice-Mena, managing director of GP Extreme organizing the event said: “We are looking forward to
welcoming fans back to the Dubai Autodrome for the second Gulf Historic Dubai GP Revival. Whether you are
a diehard motorsport fan, or completely new to the sport, there will be something for everyone to enjoy.”
Tickets to the Gulf Historic Dubai GP Revival can be purchased online at:
https://gulf-historic.com/tickets-are-now-on-sale/

Boutsen Classic Cars was founded in 2018 by F1 legend Thierry Boutsen. With a unique international network provided
by Thierry’s history in motor racing as well as its Business Jets company Boutsen Aviation, the firm specializes in the
sourcing, acquisition and sale of historic cars from the 50s to the 90s for discerning collectors.
With a passion driven team and an extremely high competitive spirit, Boutsen Classic Cars provides an exclusive
representation worldwide and manages all the aspects of the transactions. Global inventory comprises selective road
and race cars, with legendary history.
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